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" See what I in Hell have won
Because on Saturday I spun " 1.
One day in the Calendar of Saints was named St. Distaff's
Day. It was the morrow after Twelfth Day, and it closed
the season of Christmas festivities :
<   " If the maids a-spinning go,
Burn the flax and fire the tow " 2.
Some of the spinners worked on their own : they bought
the raw material, spun it into yarn, and then carried it to *£? °fth*
the market for sale. In the early part of the seventeenth industry.
century these independent spinners still held their own 3,
but though they survived throughout the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries 4, spinners as a rule worked for hire on
their employers' material. In the North and West of
England the employers were mainly clothiers : in the East
they were largely master combers, who put out the wool to
be combed and then passed it on to the spinners: and
lastly, dealers in wool sometimes set up as yarn-makers or
' market spinners ', and employed spinners to manufacture
the wool into yarn5. The spinners were scattered over the
whole countryside in innumerable villages, hamlets and dis-
persed cottages, and ' spinning houses ' or ' pack-houses '
were established in the villages for the distribution of the
wool. The village shop often served as the pack-house, and
the wool was conveyed to it by carriers or ' packmen':
hither the spinners repaired for their material and returned
it after it was spun into yarn6. Spinning was thus essentially
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